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About This Game

Experience one war through two epic sagas where you will be a part of history or change it. Feel the power of the historically
authentic and decisive battles of the Pacific War. Relive some of the grandest and most critical naval battles of recent history

and for the first time, choose to lead your fleet to a completely different ending to the war. You will need intelligence and
expertise to plan your moves and constantly remain one step ahead of the enemy. With both strategy and action at your

command truly anticipate your opponent’s every move and turn the tide of war.

Features:

TWICE THE SIZE 
Lead the US and Japanese forces in two massive campaigns to relive or rewrite history with up to 28 missions to play
through!

MASTER YOUR FLEET 
Command and take direct control of over 100 authentic and prototype air, sea and undersea units including fighters,
bombers, kamikaze planes, cruisers, destroyers, aircraft carriers, submarines and lots more!!

NEW LEVEL OF REALISM 
Experience a new level of visual realism where the Pacific Ocean and its chains of islands truly come to life. Immerse
yourself in the action with the all new cockpit view.
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TAKE THE BATTLE ONLINE
Challenge your friends in 5 completely new and engaging multiplayer modes and take part in large online battles
featuring up to 100 units!!
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Title: Battlestations Pacific
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Eidos Studio Hungary
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 12 May, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (admin rights required)/Microsoft Windows Vista (admin rights required)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3+GHz or AMD Athlon 2.5+GHz

Memory: 1GB (Windows XP) / 2GB (Windows Vista) system memory

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6 series 6800GT (or better) / ATI 1800XT (or better)

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free Space

Sound: Direct X 9.0c compatible sound card and drivers

English,French,German,Italian
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Umm... It's not fun.. Great DLC, keep'em coming!. Very good game with interesting dynamics and nice graphics. I hope the
developpers will leave the mini-game style of the gameplay, connecting functionally the stages instead to get a complete
adventure game, which would be awesome starting from this base.. Very well trimmed and so very easy to fly, even as a
beginner. VC is also very good. But it's no plane where u change a thousands of settings while flying. So it's a perfect beginner
plane in my opinion.. A SHARK BATTLESHIP! Need I say more? Not satisfied? Fine.. when I died it said "you killed Sirius,
want a cookie?". This game is simply amazing. From the astonishing writing to the great visuals, 'Who is Mike' knows which
notes it has to hit to take you aback.

. It's the goddamn Batman!. A great Arcade Multiplayer for gatherings.
A Free for All, or Team Game, or Football, or even Capture the flag.
A Party game! for up to (and including) 8 players on one screen!.

Only three inputs needed, left right and Fire

My family loves this game, (even The grandkids and grandparents).
This has now become one of our many family traditions
 - the winner gets control of the tv remote for the whole day.

Works very well with Logitech F710 controller (the conrollers we use).

I recommend this game.
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The game is alright, but not that fun. It's very repetitive with very few variations of enemies or victory conditions. The interface
is bad, you have to micro-manage every aspect of your ships, which is especially annoying when the "balanced" setting doesn't
even allow shield regen.

The AI is dumb as bricks and is balanced by outnumbering you quite a lot, on top of the micro-management if you ever want to
target something it's super cumbersome.

The graphics are meh as are the sound, the story is uninteresting and the dialogue tropey.

Worse of all are the missile and mine spams from the ennemies, whereas you have to carefully manage your ammo from
mission to mission until there is an unpredictable refill.

If you lose a ship you may be able to get a new one, but if you buy the smaller ones they get insta gibbed by the unescapable
mines (unless you sacrifice the few anti-missile ammo).

The game is easy, but I just stopped at the missile spam mission, with respawning healers... Not fun and not interesting. Overall
it was worth the 5$ I paid for it, but not more. EARLY ACCESS REVIEW.

Got this game because it was on sale and looked like it would be arcadey and fun. It is basically Iron Man the flight suit game.
Highly enjoyable and high replay value. Great sense of movement and speed, especially once you get the controls down. Early
access but has a lot of potential and value for what is here now. A campaign mode, arcade mode, and a coming soon "relax" or
free flight mode. The flight physics are different in both the campaign and arcade which forces you to adapt and change up
what may have worked in the campaign but will not work in the arcade. Campaign has some good humor and nice levels, not as
much content as the arcade mode, but maybe devs will add more as it is still being worked on. The arcade mode is more fast
paced, with tighter controls, and not so floaty much more focus on your thursters and handling like you are truly flying, can
actually get pretty tough too. Really makes you feel like you're flying around like Iron Man. I have even caught myself leaning
forward in this game to enhance the sense of flight lol. For an early access title there is a lot more here than a lot of other full
featured titles out now for vr. This has a campaign, great arcade mode, both with leaderboards to give you incentive to get better
and beat the high scores. Also for an early access title it is nice seeing one with a fully realized menu, with graphics settings and
all that jazz. Game runs great on my i5 6600k and 1070. I'd highly recommend this game if you like fun fast paced games with a
good sense of movement and enjoy a decent challenge. Hoping the devs keep adding more solid content to this game, because
this is looking like it'll be a very solid title to have around in your vr library.. A quirky but very enjoyable platformer experience.
As my play time no doubt reveals, it doesn't take very long to get to the end of the game AND 100% completion. (There's a
guide.. but it's much more rewarding if you just get yourself killed over and over until you find all the secrets.)

The English might be a bit off for some of the "dialogue" but that's okay as it didn't really feel offputting or hard to understand.

The puzzles, while few, are nicely done and if you're a fan of the Puzzle Platformer genre you'll probably enjoy the six or so
hours you spend playing this.

All in all, would recommend.. This game is not bad for a combat game based on the Unity engine. These combat attacks remind
me of Condemned: Criminal Origins in a somewhat decent say (The combat on that game is better than this game). Nevertheless
this game is great especially for the fact that it's an Early Access game! This game's length is not too short but not too long. All
in all this game is great especially if you get this game when it's on sale. I highly recommend this game.. I liked the game but
there is no cosmetic costimization and that much progressions.
I think it will be fixed by time. So far I enjoyed both hunter and scavenger.
You can trust these developers. They first reworked the game and they are also huys behind dead by daylight.
Pick up on sale. cant use this because it crashes my game 10\/10. I finished this game in 2 sittings because it was torture the first
time around.
My mistake was to play it on Expert which meant (almost) pixel-hunting for interactive objects.
If it wasn't for the map and the hint system, it'd have been a nightmare. Pity that on a few occasions, the map doesn't tell you
what's next.
This game also falls victim to not knowing what to do next, checking the map and finding a HO scene.
Also, the ending was creepy and disappointing.. Was able to get in my first game with People Today! omg it was awesome it
was only 2v2 and yet still really great i really wish there were more people to play with and a bigger community it needs to
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happen! 10\/10
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